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Humans 5.0: The Singularity Stance 
Humans are transcending their own humanity as the philosophy of merging with machines, expanding our 
intelligence and extending our lives is becomes a reality. More than ever,  Artificial Intelligence, Virtual 
Technologies, Biotechnology and Genetics are pushing the boundaries to redefine our human nature and 
how we interact with the world.

§ With technology and science progressing and pushing the boundaries of our own human nature, there is a need in our society 
to regulate and use these innovations responsibly to avoid misuse and ensure positive outcomes

§ 56% agree technology has the biases of those who make/design it, therefore, ethical considerations must remain at the heart 
of all progress. 

§ When using new technologies and innovations for consumer experiences, brands and business should focus on equal access, 
transparent practices, and positive progress for all stakeholders.

§ The future of our society is shaped by decisions we make. This idea can be empowering, encouraging us to make positive 
changes to enhance the human experience, rather than replace it, creating a better future for ourselves and future generations.

Key implications for brands

Blended Realities

Mixed Emotions

Metamorphosis Dilemma 

Playing God

44%

45%

The line between real and virtual is becoming increasingly blurred, 
as technology becomes an extension of humans making it more 
difficult to distinguish between the digital and the real world. 

Aesthetics and identities are evolving, driven by AI and virtual 
worlds, providing unconventional  ways for people to present 
themselves to the world ,signalling new digital status. 

AI is evolving into an entity with emotional 
intelligence, responding to emotional 
needs offering new opportunities for 
social interaction, companionship and 
emotional connection.

Advancements in science and technology have opened up new 
frontiers, empowering us to enhance and prolong life. The 
concept of humans "playing god" is no longer a philosophical 
debate but has become a real possibility.

The pursuit of knowledge and exploration is driving the creation 
of new technologies to help understand the planet and beyond, 
leading to breakthroughs that are transforming  our place in the 
universe.

67%

68%

I feel like technology 
is becoming an 
extension of humans 

Universe Decoded

I would not be able to tell if someone I'm talking to online is a 
human or machine

In the future, we 
will evolve as part 
humans and part 
machines

Developed emotional 
attachments to 
technology/virtual 
simulations

45%57%
Conventional standards of beauty 
should be challenged for more 
authentic and alternative 
expressions 

The virtual world allows me 
to create a perfect 
representation of myself 

35%63%
New advancements in science 
and technology are already 
shaping the nature of human 
beings

Science and 
technology will help 
extend human life

38%66%
I believe that science and 
technological developments 
will make the world a better 
place to live in 

We are soon going to 
transcend time and space 
beyond this planet 

Technological Singularity Predictions
A hypothetical event in the future where Artificial Intelligence 
surpasses Human Intelligence as we enter the Fifth Industrial 
Revolution with Humans and Machines working together.  

Futuristic World Fascination
The merging of humans and machines has been explored extensively 
in culture, from movies to literature. It reflects both our society’s 
fascination with what technology can achieve and the apprehension 
about its implications.

believe technology creates novelty and 
unexpected consequences70% 

46% already believe that Human Intelligence 
has been surpassed by Artificial 
intelligence  

believe that we are already living 
in a futuristic world that previous generations 
would have never imagine

70% 

57% think that our human nature is evolving with 
the merging of the physical and virtual worlds 
right now
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